INDEPENDENT PILOTS ASSOCIATION
June 18, 1996

HAND DELIVERED TO:
Mr. David Hinson
Administrator, Federal Aviation Administration
800 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington,Dc 20591
Re

FAA NPRM Concerning Pilot Flight and Duty Time
Docket #28081

Dear Administrator Hinson:

I am Robert Miller, a United Parcel Service (UPS) B-7571767 Captain and president of
the Independent Pilots Association (PA), a labor union that represents the 2,000 plus
airline pilots who fly for UPS. As you know, our airline was formed in 1988 and is
representative of U.S. carriers experiencing rapid growth in the overnight package air
express industry. UPS pilots fly aircraft around the clock into and out of over 80
domestic airports and a growing number of international hubs including those in Mexico,
Canada, East Asia, Europe, and South America.
On the whole, our pilot group reflects a high degree of aviation experience prior to
coming to UPS. Nothing in our prior experience, however, has quite matched the rigors
of pilot scheduling unique to a 24 hour a day operation that involves crossing of muliiple
time zones. As members of the FAA's Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee, we
have voiced our concern for a number of years that current pilot flight and duty rules do
not adequately insure the safe scheduling of pilots, particularly in operations such as ours.
What our experience suggests as true is now being verified scientifically by a body of
learning and research concerning human sleep and circadian physiology. The IpA was
heartened by the National Transportation Safety Board's recommendation, in the
aftermath of the Guantanamo Bay crash, that the FAA undertake a review of existing pilot
flight and duty rules to incorporate the best and most current in sleep and circadian
learning. Upon publication of the NPRM, our Association determined to bring together a
panel of leading experts in the field to produce an independent, scientific review the
proposed rule.
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Attached to this letter is the work product of the panel entitled, "A Scientific Review of
Proposed Regulations Regarding Flight Crewmember Duty Period Limitations," authored
by the Flight Duty Regulation Scientific Study Group. The Study Group is comprised of
ten leading experts, including the three co-chairs: Wallace A. Mendelson, M.D. of the
university of Chicago; Gary S. Richardson, M.D., of Harvard Medical School; and
Thomas Roth, Ph.D., of the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. The co-authors of the study
are Ruth Benca, M.D., Ph.D.; Mary A. Carskadon, Ph.D.; Cynthia Dorsey, Ph.D.; Mark
Mahowald, M.D.; Barbara Phillips, M.D., MSPH; James K. Walsh, Ph.D.; and Gary
Zammit, Ph.D.

Importantly, the Study Group applauds, as do we, the FAA's efforts to incorporate the
NASA research and circadian understandings into the NPRM. The most notable of these
is the dependence of the proposed rule on total duty time, not just flight time. The NPRM
is a serious attempt at improving the current set of antiquated regulations for which the
Agency should be given full credit.
The NPRM, however, is not without room for important and needed improvements. The
Study Group concerns include: l) excessive duty durations; 2) the failure to address back
side of the clock flying; 3) concern with certain aspects of the reserve component; and 4)
a misplaced reliance on crew augmentation to increase time on duty. While not attempting
to write a comprehensive regulation, the Study Group has made specific recommendations
for revising the NPRM.

The membership of the IPA is composed of professional aviators, not medical experts.
The analysis and recommendations of the Study Group do, however, comport with our
experience as pilots flying schedules that, in our opinion, are inadequately regulated and
too often prone to abuse. While thanking the FAA for the hard work that has gone into
the NPRRM, we encourage the Agency to take this opportunity to carefully deal with the
scientifically based recommendations that have been made.

Capt. Robert M Miller
President, IPA
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Introduction

The Study Group consists of members of the scientific community with research interests in the

document will constitr¡te a new and independent
by regulatory effors in other industries -and by

Another important principle_guiding our review
quires express statement at this point. It is the pos
attempt to regulate duty schedules to guarantee ad,
adequate opportunity for rest within the schedu

strongly that the possibility of compromise of
authority of the responsibility for insuring that adt
Finally, it is also imporønt úo state in this introdu<

¿

stions for improvement in the proposed regulalustnents can be included in the final set of rules
base. rhese wiu require additional research
making efforts.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic represent¡tion of the pbysiologic factors
contributing to human fetigue in sust¡ined operetions

2. Scientific

Background

2.1. A working

definition of fatigue

t;

#

of the circadian cycle appropriaæ to sleep. ff,"
terchangeable, whereas a closer evaluation indic¿

terms impairs the discussion of the physiologic basis
.of performance errors and tÌ¡e appropriaæ
focus for interventions. Sleepiness has a precße definition:
"Sleepiness, according to ar¡ emerging oonsensus among sleep researchers and clinicians,

is a basic

physiological staæ (like) bunger or thirst. Deprivarion or restriction of sleep inqeases sleepiness,
and as bunger or thirst is reversible by eating or drinking, respectively, sleep reverses sleepiness."'

By contrast,.{re teqr-'TStigue'], qs it is used in the human performance context, does not have a
pr€cise physiologically-based defìnition. Instead, fatigue is rised in a broader sense to describe de-

From Roth, T., et al., Daytime sleepiness and alermess .ln Principlcs and Practice of
ger, T. Rotb, and W.C. Denenr, Eds. 1989, W.B.Saundes: philadelphia"p.14-23.

Steep Medicine,

M.H. Kry-
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2.2. Homeostatic regulation of sleep
As suggested,
a decline in human alertness
(or an i¡rcre¿se
privaúon. Sleep deprivation
can be thought
for sleep(2), either-over the
qþo¡ term ("acuç slpp.depllvation"; Figure 2-l) or gradual sleep deprivation òver the longer term
("chronic sleep deprivation"; Figure 2-l).
The homeostatic mechanism is reflecæd in common sense observation that an individual who does
not get adggulæ sleep prior ûo performing a tîsk will be sleepy, and performance of the task wi[ be
impgteg. In designing gpplopriaæ schedules to determi¡æ what is "adequate sleep", several factors
need to be considered: l) although the average a
cally a little less than eight hours, there is tremen(
ficient for one individual may not be enough for
taining daytime alertness changes across the lifetl
that in older crew members ttre need for adequate
plete reæovery from operating with an ina@uatr
occur afær a single sleep period (4, 5). Two or tl
mal levels of alertness a¡e achieved following slu
have
have longer duration
inadequate
time needed for safe
compounds
who took them in a

the
in
of

profoundly
sleep
may

2.3.

Circadian modulation of sleep, sleepiness and performance.
The second factor in deærmining the levels of sleepiness is the phase of the human circadian clock

i,:tr"rïii:å'#,Hå"dll"å'ii:"i'si,,:,Ëi
cadian crock is oriented so that alerrness,

,n."*ffå;i"ftll'fåïff"îJ:,f,:rï,llHtr'#,.ll

those times (8). By night, alertuced to facilitate sleep and concircadian clock typically rely on
influence on metabolism. Core
body æmpeqlury is remar.kably_rhythmic in humans when it is measured in conditions carefully
designed to eliminaæ outside influences.
The circadian rhythm of body temperanrre has a
ning, anda trough approximaæly 12 hours later
erence points may vary from individual to indivir

ffJ
ian r

in the early morning hours (benvee
temperatue and maximum sleepiness) (9). Tt¡ese
ance capacity

hypothesis that imporønt circadian variaúon in
cadian variation in sleepiness.

per
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tion and light-dark_-cycles have progressed to the point where it is now possible to make reasonable
estimaæs of the effect of transmeridian travel, wìth ttre consequent alierations in light-dark expo

sure, on intemal circadian orientation and the dependent rhythms

in alertness-and perfoimance (l l).
Studies of the circadian system lead to several
such as those in aviation: l) Acention only to the
adequate alertness. Thr¡s a crew memþr who wc
not necessarily be as alert as one working during
the same amount of time prior to work. 2) When
quiremens may lead the crew to need to functic
sleep; 3) When crew land at transmeridian destin¿
of phase with those of the new local environme,
sleep phase when it is daytime at the r¡ew destination.
Further, several factors need to be considered in designing schedules th¿t allow for these circadian
r

westward travel. The implication of this is that re
tailored specifically for tl¡e direction of travel. Th:

ate exposure to bright light may inhibit that indivir

2.4.

Time on task

Studies of lon_ger shift durations consistently sug
may increa.se for durations beyond 8 hours ai¡¿ ttr-j
muimal shift duration in a variery of setúngs (17).
Time-on-task effects are the least studied and leasr

long task durations, ¡.¿. 8 or more hours, slryp deprivation and circadian phase effects will necessarily vary significantly over the course of ilre t¡sk, confounding inærórehtion of pedornñce
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An additional important fab¡or in the determinatio

accepted premise that landings are the most inten

2.5.

Interactions
Beyond thgir direct relationship to human fatigue
ogic axes identified above also interacs with ihe r

rrgnic sleep deprivation as a consequence of im, cleprivation can then poæntiate thé performance

These interactions have made it difücult to isola
laboratory and assess their relative magnitude and
vation is equivalent ûo work at the ci¡cadian nadirl
tive strategy for inærvention requires addressing r

2.6. Shifçwork

nighttim
ntinuous
of workers work successive shifts for one or more weeks
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to sleep is

,itiå.,lFi
umulative sleep deprivation which when added to
impairment. A consequence of this is ttrat the unifying aspect
ttp increase in performance e¡rors by shiftworkers on
t of sleep obtaine4 compensating as much as
possible
ropgh sleep exæruion, napping etc., andpreventing
the accumulation of significant chronic sleep deprivation.

of
the
fol$

2.7.

Faúgue and safety in flight operations
While the problems of sleep deprivation and night-work are certainly not.uniqæ'to aviation, therË
can be little doubt regarding the significance of the problem that crew fatigue p-oses for the aviation
industry. Laboratory simulator studies
urrent flight-duty
regulations and work schedules does not
on and unaccepiable levels of fatigue in flight crews (21).
documented tñat
crews are experiencing serious sleepiness during flight operations, and NASA's Aviation Safety
Reporting System (ASRS) identified22t incident reports (over an eight year period) in which crew
fatigueconqb^o$_jg probl-ems_during fli_ght operations (l). Finally, the Nãtional Transporøtion
Safety Boa¡d (NTSB) has identified crew fatigue as a material contributing factor in more than one
recent accidenL Toget4er, these findings indicate that fatigue is a significant safety issue in the
aviation industry, and that the current regulations regarding Imitations-on flight-duty schedules are
an important factor in the genesis of that fatigue.
One important challenge posed by the NPRM is the identification of outcome measures to be used

have
pro
A

iTt"o:ff;

potential bias inherent in the ASRS
e. The Study
Group feels strongly that an important priorit
identificatioi
and. validation of proxy measures of crew fatigue that can be used t,o effectively monitor the impact
of this and future revisions without relying on catastrophic ouæomes as the oily accepted deptindent measure.

{me,

th.e

3.

Summary of proposed guidelines
The FAA cites the

ples and Guidetine for Duty and Rest
ource in the prepararion of ihe ¡pRM
(l), although
ween the NASA reconimðndations and the hnal
NPRM document- The NPRM guidelines addressduty period, flight, time, and rest requirements.
Secondarily, they discuss reserve periods as well a.s Cumulative duty periods for a week and a
month.
'oposed guidelines. The first is the predication of
ght time. Specific regulations of duty durations
vithout an intervening period of rest) and for toal
S-c.heduling

in

Com
there

Part l2l regulations and the Pa¡t 135 regulatior
This resuls in simplifìcation and greatly improver

n
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Description

l.

Flight duty duretion

Crcw ¡lzc

M¡r.dur¡tion
(duty/flight)

I
3

t4t8
t4tr0
t6n2

3l
4t

l8/16
24n8

2

Minimum rest dur¡tion

Crcw

sizc

Min. dur¡tion
(hours)

I
2

l0
l0

3
3r

t4
l8

4t

3. Flight time

limits

Timc freme

M¡x. flight
time (hours)

Per week

32
100
1200

Per mmth
Per

Itilith

facilities for sleepi4g i4flight

The new regulations a¡e intended as "...a preventative measure designed !o address the potential

Ëii'jiffiil'.niffi

An aþ

NPRM follows (see Taurcfåfrlrovisions'
3.

l.'Revised Flight-Duty Durations

Under the proposed regulations, the base duration of the duty period (2 pilot crew) would be 14
hours. This would include l0 hours of flight time. Importantly, depending on crew size, availability of on-qigþt sleeping quarters, and operational delays, this can be extracæd to 26 hours of dury
time and 20 hours of flight time. Increasing crew to th¡ee pilots raises duty period to 16 hours,
availability of sleep oppornrnity to 18 hours, and 4 person crews to 24 houri. nny one of tÌ¡ese
limits can be increased by 2 hours for unplanned operational delay.

3.2.

Rest Period

Thebasicunitof rest,associatedwiththe basic 2 person crew, 14 hour duty period, is l0 hours,

Depending on tlre-duration of the duty period, the requirement of the rest period could be as long as
24 hours. It must be recognized that these rules a¡e for the subsequent rest period. Regulations do
not.specify.minimum Le!! for 9r¡bseqge¡t duty. Thus, it is possible to havè a l0 houi resr period
duringda¡ime hours followed by a26 hour duty period. All rest period requirements
-duration can-be reduced by up t,o I hour because of operational delays that can increase duty
by up to 2
hours.
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Stand-By Assignments

Reserve time in this proposal is a period of tirne when a flight crew member is not on duty but
nonetheless must be able o report upon notice (i.e. greater than one hour), for a duty period. The
guidelines explicitly reject relating aÍrount of time of notice to time of day. Rather, it relaæs amount
of time of advance notification to the maximum duration of the subsequent duty period. V/ith less
than 4 hours of notice, only a 6 hours duty period is allowed. As notification period goes to ten or
more hours, a full duty period, up to 26 hours depending on circumstances, is allowable. An alærnative
æd time (by reqwst) for each
24
not contact the crew member
to
be assigned before the crew member begins the
reserve time assignment. The duty period mr¡st be completed in 18 hours within the reserve time
and must be in accordance with the general guidelines.

to
hours
place

3.4.

Cumulative Limits

Tlre cumulative limits for flight hours are set at 32 hours for any 7 day period, and 100 hours for
qy _calendar month. The yearly period is set by multiplying the monthly requiremenr by 12 (i.e.

1200 hours).

4.

Evaluation of proposed regulations

approach, reflecting the importance that all work

time has in the generation of fatigue.

In comparing the proposed regulations to the stated goals outlined in the introduction to the NPRM
and to available data in tl¡e scientific literature, tlre Study Group identified two important general
issues.

4.I.

Excessive dutv duration

man error independent of circadian phase and prior s
scientihc justifìcation for baseline work durations of 14 hours, let alone the greaær durations per-

mitæd unde_r operational delay conditions. The specific duty and time limitaúons a¡e the samê as
those specified in the NASA recommendaúons (2
ences between the NASA recommendations and
the
4),

fici
these shift durations might be acceptable

in the ur
rtatron sectors.
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Absent research data to the contary, the only relevant findings suggest thu performance deærio
rates significantly for shift durations greåter than 12 hours, and the recommended limi6 for duty
time in the NPRM are not consistent with the implications of those findings. As outlined above, it
is not clear whether the variability of task inhe¡ent in tlrc flight-duty assignrnent, i.e. shorter durations of füght time within tlre conæxt of the longer duty schedule, might mitigaæ the deærioration
in performance associated with shifs of equivalent dr¡ration in other work settings, however scientific endorsement of the safety of these shift durations must await empirical confirmation of such an
effect.
Similarly, the extraordinary duty durations under circumstarrces where crew number is augmenæd
and/or alrangements for sleep during flight are provided are inadeqrntely justified by availáble scif the studies published by NASA or any
a material i¡rcrease in tolerance for sleep
n of ttp specified magnitude. Other cona¡Tangements for sleep for augmented crews in

be obtained under operational conditions. While
available data on cockpit napping have demonstrated that brief naps have a clearly beneficial effect
over the short term on crew alertness (24), published studies have not yet shown that this improvement is sufhcient in magnitude and duration to allow a significantly sleep-deprived crew
member ûo return to duty. The second hatf of this concern is that several studies in other contexts

"ßif#y.:ü,',li.råir*:JifJi:i"'"*Jrffiiå
ned by crew members, it is our concern that the revised regul?goLl sanction extraordinarily long exænded duty arrangements without providing any
rea.sonable likelihood that adequaæ sleep wil be obtair¡ed.

Finally, the provisions for rest do not appear a(
mands of duty durations of up to 26 hours. Resl
lowing exænded duty, not for the rest period prer
assignments of varying duration, it is possible to
ol24 - 26 hours after limited (as few as t hours; "reduced rest"), with no stipulation that this time

be provided at a circadian phase conducive to sleep.

4.2. No adjustment for "back side of the.clock"
Our second Tajol concern is thatrhe proposed regulations make no effort to adjust prescribed limits on work duration or rest duration based on the time of day at which those áctivities a¡e scheduled. This is the most_dlsappoinú¡g omission, and particularly difficult ûo understand in light of the
gxpryss predicationof the revised regulations on the NASA-Ames database, a body of resea¡ch that
has done much to cha¡acærize tlre dependen-ce of sleep and performance in the aúiation setting on
circadian phase. Based both on the NASA studies and the larger body of scientific evidénce
developed in this area, thet€ can be no doubt about the importanê and relevance of circadian
-ændency
pþsiology-t,o the modulation of human perforrnance and the
to human error, and to the
-arising
aþility.to gbt^in sleep and thereby reverse performance decrements
as a consequence of
sleep deprivation.

!*1n
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It is clear that application of circadian physiology to this regulaory effort raises several practical
issues. First, regulations that account for time-of-day in provisions for work duration and rest are
necessarily morc complicated than the proposed set, panicularly when transmeridian travel is taken
into account. Second, it may prove difficult to develop consensus definitions for the circadian periods of maximal sleepiness and maximal alertness, as well as the precise extent of the adjustments
of work and rest duration, respecúvely, that would be required during those windows. While the
ltudy Group does not feel it is qualified to address detailed issues of practicality, our r€sponse ûo
this concern would be that flight duty regulations tlut adequaæly account for circadian modulation
in ttte capacity for sleep and in human performance have been used in ttre Uniæd Kingdom for 6
years (sinc9 May, 1990),'and by account appear to be working well. The Study Group is awa¡e of
go qualitative reqson why adjustments such as those incorporated in the UK regulatións could not
be r¡sed in the US as well.

4.3. Interactions
While the Study Group feels that each of the identified issues \rrarrants specific modifications of the
proposed regulations, tlre inæractions between tlre two relevant physiologic axes, as reviewed
above, greatly compound the concem. With inadequate restrictionsbn work duration and no com-

phase at which ¡leep is least possible ('tlre forbidden zone"), followed by a 26 hour shift
(assuming operational delay). As staæd, provision of in-flight time for sleep can not be assumed to
f{eeuaçly protect against the performance decrements that marathon duty of this kind will inevitably produce.
Similarly, much.of the concem about shift duration stems from the absence of any adjusrnent of
duration for the time of day. While future studies could demonstrate that a successionbf 14 hour
flight-duty dqf qhifts allow maintenance of acceptable performance limits, it is very unlikely that a
succession of 14 hour night shifs will be similarly vaüdaæd. Unless maximum shift durati-ons are
kept well within human performance limits, i.¿.less than 12 hours', some adjustment for tÌ¡e compounding effects of time-of-day needs to be included.

4.4.

Reserve Time

The Study Group l¡as sepqrate but related concerns about the proposed regulations regarding Reserve Time. As reviewed above, two
rroaches for the proæction of rest timé withln the
reserve window are permitted. In the first,
assignment decreases with the length of the advan
termed "protected window", crew members on re
dow
tlis specification, the proposed regulation is notably
different
ASA group which calléd fbr an eilht hour proreceä
period.
successive day on reserve.
The Study Group i.s- concerned that the variable notice arrangement is based on the unproved supposition that sleep deprivation resulting from a short-notice câl can be adequately comþnsated fòr

disti

during
fro
The

'Twelve hou¡s is felt o be tbe maxinum safe shift duration in many shiftwork settings, e.g. nursing. However,
there are data demonsraling an irrrease in performanoe enors between 8 and 12 hor¡rs of sbift duration, suggesting to
some tbat the appropriate maximum shift dur¿ion in safety-sensitive shiftwork settings sbould be 8 houn (17).
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by reducing the duration of work required. At its extreme, this arrangement would allow a pilot to
work for up to 6 hours with effectively no notice, i.e. advance notice equivalent to the time required to report to the place of assignment. Presuming worst case timing ih which the crew member was called immediaæly prior to the habin¡al daily sleep period, continuous wakefulness of
more than 22 hours (presuming an eight-hour habitr¡al sleep period) by ttrc end of tl¡e 6 hour shift.
Ttrcre is no ¡eason ûo believe that the redrrced shift duration adequately compensates for the performance impairment associaæd with acuæ sleep deprivation of this kind.
The Study Group prefers the protecæd window anangement" as specifically defined in the NPRM,
because the greatest possible extent of sleep deprivation is limited to 18 hours (presuming that tl¡e
9ryw lnemþr $ing-protected timq fgr sleep). For protecæd windows during thé day, and parricularly those dq4ng the circadian window of maximal alertness, six hours would not appear to be
sufficient to allow adequate rest on repetitive basis.
tlp current NPRM reserve ¿urangements is the
rcserve assignmenL Specifrc concerns about
i protection, which should serve as an adequate
even if subsequent duty assignments occutng
during either reserve a¡rangement a¡e adversely timed.

5.

Recommendations

represent an important adfatigue. and optimize flight
ons reviewed above are not
us quo.Instead, the Study Group urges expedient
implementation of the proposed regulations, with the following modificatiôns:

5.l. Recommended revisions to the proposed regulations:
5.1.1. Ma¡rimum duty durations should all be adjusted downwa¡d to levels in

sleepiness

'

accordance
between shift duration and degradation of perptibility to this degradation should be accômor shifts that include the time of peak circadian

(4-6AM).

5.1.2. Minimum ryst periods should be adjusted upward for sleep periods that include
time of peak circadian alertness (4 - 6 PM).

the

5.1.3. The provision allowing exænsion of
tional delay) in augmenæd crews and
sleep should not
implemenæd un
that in flight arrangements preserve al
lent to that on the routine shift durations.

þ

5.1.4.

uld be adjusted so that protected windows during the
a¡e extended to compensate for decreased efhciency of

5.2.

Recommendations for future revisions:
Several of these issues illustraæ the need for adc
mended here, specific limits on duty duration and
implementations of solutions for which there is cu
fore, tl¡e Study Group also recommends this set ot
a continuous process. Specifically,

5.2.1. NASA, in its capacity

as independent scientific resource, should be commissioned to
gather additional data on this issue with ttre following priorities;
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5.2.1.1. Identific¿tion and characærization'of a suitable surroiate outcome measu¡e
that can substituæ for acnul accidents and self-reported irrcidents as a
measur€ of fatigue in flight crews. This proxy measure will tten be assessed to continuously monitor the exænt of fatigue and the impact of this
and future regulat,ory adjustmenS.

.

5.2.t.2. Deærmination of the impact of duty period duration on performance, independgnt of sleep depqlalgn and circadian phase effects. The impact of
varying percentages of flight tirne within a duty perid should also be assessed.

5.2.1.3. Determination of the impact of varying workload on performance, with
particular attention to the role of landings and srstai¡¡ed flighr
5.2.1.4. Assessment of the protective effect of augmented flight crews and provision of facilities for in-füght sleep on crew alertrress with the intent of determining ttre extent to which duty and flight durations can be safely ex-

.

ænded.

5.2.2. An independent scientifrc panel should review the data collecæd by NASA on a regular
basis with the intent of providing a comprehensive and detailed set of recommeñded
revisions to the regulations within three years from the time at which these recommendations are ultimately implemenæd.
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